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Abstract-In several recent works, some interesting generalizations of the first-order Volterra- 
type integrodifferential equation governing the unsaturated behavior of the free electron laser (FEL) 
were introduced and investigated by making use of fractional calculus (that is, calculus of integrals 
and derivatives of an arbitrary real or complex order). Among other things, it is observed here that 
an expansion formula for the confluent hypergeometric function in a series of the product of two entire 
(integral) incomplete Gamma functions does not hold true as asserted and applied in these earlier 
works. Some necessary corrections and possible remedies are also pointed out. @ 2003 Elsevier Ltd. 
All rights reserved. 

Keywords-Gamma and incomplete Gamma functions, FEL (free electron laser), Hypergeometric 
and confluent hypergeometric functions, Fractional calculus, Unilateral and bilateral expansions, Chu- 
Vandermonde theorem. 

1. INTRODUCTION, DEFINITIONS, 
AND MOTIVATION 

In terms of the familiar Gamma function I’(z) (z E C \ Z,), the incomplete Gamma function 
Y(E, (r) and its complement I’(z, rx) are given by (see, for details, [l, Chapter 91; see also [2]) 

J a y (t, a) := tzml emt dt = I? (z) - JT (z, a) 
0 

(%(z)>O; larg(cu)l~7r-c; O<E<K), 
(1.1) 
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Z, being the set of nonpositive integers. For fixed Q, I’@, o) is an entire (integral) function of Z, 
while y(z, cr) is a meromorphic function of z with simple poles at the points 

z = 0, -1, -2,. 

Thus, upon interchanging the roles of z and a, we can make use of (1.1) in order to define the 
so-called entire incomplete Gamma function ~*(a, z) by 

(larg (z)I 5 T - E; 0 < E < 7~). 

(1.2) 

Definition (1 .l) also yields the following representation: 

Y (a, z) = Q -l Z”lFl (a; Q + 1; -Z) (1.3) 

in terms of the confluent hypergeometric 1Fl function which corresponds to the special case 

p=q=l 

of the generalized hypergeometric PFq function (with p numerator and q denominator parameters) 
defined by 

F P 9 

( p,qE&,:={O,l,!&~..}; psq-tl; psqand ]z]<oo; 

p = q + 1 and IL] < 1; p=qil. Izl=l, ande($il,-$q) >O) 7 

provided also that & $ Z, (j = 1, . . . ,q) (see, for details, [3, Chapter 41); here, and in what 
follows, (A), denotes the Pochhammer symbol or the shijted factorial, since 

(l), = n! (n E NO), 

given (for A, v E @ and in terms of the Gamma function) by 

I?(X+v) = ly 
( 

(v=O; AEC\{O}), 
(4, := r%(X) 

A(X+l).*.(X+n-l), (v=nEN:=No\{O}; XEC). 

By means of Kummer’s transformation (cf., e.g., [3, p. 253, equation 6.3 (7)]), 
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the hypergeometric representation (1.3) can be rewritten in its equivalent form: 
: 

y (a, 2) = ck-lz”e-JIF~ (1; (Y + 1; Z) . (14 

Combining (1.6) with definition (1.2), we immediately obtain the following hypergeometric rep- 
resentation for Y*(cr, 8): 

7* (Q, 2) = 
e-* 

lY(cu+1) 
1F1(1;a+l;z) (1.7) 

or, equivalently, 

-f* (a74 = 
1 

l?((Y+1) 
1Fl (a; a + 1; -Z) , (14 

where we have made use of transformation (1.5) once again. Each of the confluent hypergeomet- 
ric representations ‘( 1.7) and (1.8) reiterates the aforementioned fact that ~*(a, Z) is an entire 
(integral) function of z. 

Recently, by employing the (Riemann-Liouville) operator Df of fractional calculus, defined by 
(cf., e.g., [4, p. 181 et seq.]; see also [5]) 

1 = 
s rc--pL) 0 

(z - Cl-“-’ f CC) dC Cm (4 < 0) 1 
.- .- 

G W” {f @)I (m-lSrn(p)<m; rnEM), 

(1.9) 

provided that the integral exists, a number of workers (including, possibly among others, Boyad- 
jiev et al. [6], Al-Shammery et al. [7,8], and Saxena and Kalla [9]) introduced and investigated 
several generalizations of the first-order Volterra-type integrodifferential equation governing the 
unsaturated behavior of the free electron laser (cf. [lO,ll]). In three of the aforecited recent 
works on fractional integrodifferential equations of Volterra type, use is also made of an expan- 
sion formula for the confluent hypergeometric 1 Fl function in a series of the product of two entire 
incomplete Gamma functions. We recall this claimed expansion formula in the following (slightly 
modified) form (cf. [7, p. 504, equation (15); 8, p. 86; 9, p. 93, equation (2.18)]): 

lFl (a; c; z) = zl--Oe*I’ (c) c O” (c-4, c-zr 
n=O r (a - 4 n! (1.10) 

y* (1 - a + 72,~) y* (c - a + 71,~) , 

which, in view of Kummer’s transformation (1.5), can easily be rewritten in its equivalent form: 

lFl (a; C; z) = (-t)l-c+a r (C) 2 
(a), zn 

n=or(c-a-n)n? 
(1.11) 

.y*(a+n,-z)y*(l-c+a+n,-z), 

there being no constraints specified for the parameters a and c by the earlier workers. 
The left-hand side of each of the expansion formulas (1.10) and (1.11) is indeed a power 

series in the argument z. However, for unrestricted parameters a and c, the right-hand sides of 
the expansion formulas (1.10) and (1.11) are obviously not power series in z, so these expansion 
formulas do nbt seem to be correct as asserted and applied in the earlier works [7-91. In the present 
sequel to these earlier works, we aim at providing the corrected versibn as well as generalizations 
of the equivalent expansion formulas (1.10) and (1.11). We also point out how the aforementioned 
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applications (in [6--g]) of such incorrect expansion formulas as (1.10) and (1.11) could possibly 
be remedied at least in some special situations. 

2. DEMONSTRATION BASED UPON 
FRACTIONAL CALCULUS 

First of all, for the Riemann-Liouville fractional differintegral operator Df, it is readily observed 
from definition (1.9) that 

D;{z”}= r(X+l) zx-cL 
r (A -p + 1) 

(XE@\zr; z-:=Z,\{O}; /LEC), 

which leads us to the following general fractional differintegral formula: 

r (3 &p-l kQx,...,Qlp; 

= I-(X-p) 
p+~Fq+l W.i 

A-P,Pl,...,Pp; 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

(XEC\Z,; jiE(C; 1wzl-c 03 when p 5 q; lwzl < 1, when p = q + 1) , 

where (and thrOugho& this paper) it is tacitly assumed that all multiple-valued functions take 
on their principal values (and also that exceptional parameter values, which would render either 
side of an assertion invalid or undefined, are excluded). 

Now, in view of the confluent hypergeometric i Fl representation for ~*(a, z) given by (1.7), 
we find from a special case of the operational formula (2.2) when 

p=q=l, crl = 1, Pl =p+l, w = 1, and X-X+1, 

that 

D !  {  z’e*Y* ( P ,  2)) = r  (pl+ 1) 0: {  ~‘14 (1; P  + 1; z)} 

r (A + 1) 
= r (P + 1) r (A - p+ I) 

zx-P 

x + 1,l; 
.2F2 

X-/A+l,p+l;Z I 

(2.3) 

which, for p = A, gives us the following interesting operational formula: 

0: { .zXeZy* (A, z)} = zXmPeZy* (A - /A, z) (&P E cc). (2.4) 

In case we make use of the confluent hypergeometric lFI representation given by (1.8), the 
operational formula (2.2) with 

p=q=l, a1 = P, Pl =p+l, w = -1 1 and X-X+1 
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would yield 

(pJ&C; AEC\Z--). 
Furthermore, since (cf. definition (1.4)) 

e” = g 5 =: OFo(-; --; z), 
n=O 

a special case of the operational formula (2.2) when 

p=q=o, w = 1, and X-X+1 

immediately yields 

Dh’{zXeZ~ = l-(X-p+l) r(X+l) zA-~lFl(x+l;x-p+ 1; z) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(/GE; AECpq, 
which, for X = 0, reduces to the elegant form: 

DE {e’} = zmpez’y*(-p, z) 

by virtue of (1.7). 
Next, we recall the following generalized Leibniz rule for fractional calculus (cf., e.g., [5, p. 3171) 

Di! if (2) g (4) = 5 
n=--00 

IF. (.,“+ u) Z-““-” if @>I D:“+ {g (z)) 7 
W-0 

(p,uEc.; 0 <fcEl), 

which, for o = 0 and n = 1, would reduce at once to a (relatively more familiar) unilateral form 
given by 

0: being the ordinary derivative operator of order n E No. By setting 

f (z) = z”-xez and 9 (2) = &* (P, z) 

in the general result (2.9), and making use of the operational formulas (2.3), (2.5), and (2.7), we 
obtain the following bilateral expansion: 

u + 1,l; 
2F2 z 

I 

= r(X+i)r(v-X+i)r(v-~+l) 
v-/.4+1,p+1; r (V + 1) 

. 2 ~(K~+u)UY~-~n- u+l)r(u-X-~+“nfu+l)}-l *=-CO 

I [ 
A+ l,p; 

I 

(2.11) 
v-x+1; 

. IFI t 2F2 -2 
Y-A-jAfnn+a+l; A-nn-a-tl,p+l; 

(/.L,u,uE@; u-X,X,peC\Z-; O<u;<,l), 
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which, in the special case when v = A, yields 

.y* (a + tm - p, z) 2F2 1 

x+l,P; 
-z 1 

Lx-nn-a+l,p+l; 1 

(p,aEc; x,pEc\z-; O<&l). 

Since [12, p. 326, equation 6.5 (13)] 

{ 

1 
2& r (6) [ 

al,...,@*; 

-pFq+l 6,pl,...,pq;z I> 
n 

= n1 WI+1 Zn+l 

fI (Pj),,l (n + l)! 
j=l 

[ 

a1+n+l,...,a,+n+l; 
‘P q+l F Z 

n+2,A+n+1,...,/3,+n+l; I 
(n E No) t 

we can easily deduce the following unilateral expansions by letting 

K = 1, 0 = 0, and X---+0 

in (2.11) and (2.12): 

v + l,l; 
2F2 Z 

v--p+l,p+l; 1 = lT (P + 1) 2 (3 (u ‘$ l)n (-Zy n=O 
u+ 1; 

1Fl z Y* (p + n, z) 
v--p+n+l; 1 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

zF2 [,-,,,~:~z] = r (P + 1) r (1 - PL) e* fJ (3 (P), C-z)” 
n=O 

.Y*(n-kz)7*(p+n,z) (2. 15) 

(/.&C\N; pvf.J\z-). 

tire This last expansion formula (2.15), which does involve a series of the product of two en 
incomplete Gamma functions, would follow also from (2.14) upon setting v = 0. 

3. BILATERAL EXPANSIONS 
INVOLVING GENERALIZED 

HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTIONS 
Let 

F&XT-;U 
q:s;v (?),Q,T,S,‘LL,~ E No) 

denote a general (KampC deF&iet’s) double hypergeometric function defined by (cf., e.g., [12, 
p. 63, equation 1.7 (IS)]) 
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[ 

cx; ,..., ap:a1,. ..,a,; CI,...,~; 
p:r;ti 

g:.WJ 
A,..* ,p* :b1,..., b,; dl,..., d,;z’y 1 

where, for convergence of the double hypergeometric series, 

(3.1) 

p+rSq+s+l and p+u$q+v+l, 

with equality only when 

IX/ l/(P-9) + lyl’WP-9) < 1 

maxG41 IYII < 1 

(P > !7) 

(P 2 4) 

From among many general families of bilateral expansions for multivariable functions with 
essentially arbitrary coefficients (see, for details, [13-161 and the references cited in each of these 
earlier works), we choose to recall here the following special case involving the Kampe de Feriet 
function defined by (3.1) [14, p. 198, equation (66)]: 

F;;:;gPi; 
[+17-1,X1,..., XU:oi ,..., oP; al ,..., a,; 

t+rl-~---1,~lr...,~v: Pl,...,P,; h,...,bs; 
xt, YZ 

I 

= IEr(~)r(~)r(5+rl-----l)r(~+l) 
w+m) 

. g {r(p----m+l)r(v+ Kn+l)r(J-~+v+Kn)r(rl-Y--n72)}-l 
71=--m 

(3.2) 
$-?t‘;p+ljr+l x1,. . . , A, : S,%,...rOp; 

v.q+l,s+l 
Pl,...,llv :~-p+u+m,pl,...,pq; 

v,al,...,a,; 
x2, YZ 

q--v-m,bl,...,b,; 1 
(rn([)>O; rn(r])>O; ?R((E+q)>1; /.L$C\zT; O-C&l), 

provided that each side exists. 
In its further special case when 

u=v=o, IE= 1, and u = 0, 

the bilateral expansion (3.2) would reduce immediately to the following unilateral expansion in 
series of the product of two generalized hypergeometric functions: 
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[+n-l:cwr )..., +;a1 )..., a,; 

<+r]-p-l: PI,..., &;h,...,bs; 
x2, YZ 

I 

F 
[ 

Lm,...,(Yp; 
‘p+l q+l 

t-P+n,PI,...,pS;xz I 

(3.3) 

%al,...,%; 
‘r+l s+1 F YZ 

rl-n,h,...,b,; 1 
(%(E) > 0; R (rl) > 0; s (‘t + 11) > 1; P E @I , 

it being assumed (as before) that each side of (3.3) exists. 
Now, in view of the limit relationship (2.13), (3.3) when v ----+ 1 yields 

F$,p 
E: Ql,. . ,ap;ul,. . . ,a,; 

’ c-p: PI ,..., &,;bl ,..., b,;xz’yz 1 

a1+n,...,a,+n; 
F ‘T s YZ 

bl+n,...,b,+n; I W(E)>O; PEQ, 
Upon setting 

x=-y=l, p=q=o, and r = s = 1 (al = a; bl = p) 

in (3.4), if we apply the Chu-Vandermonde theorem [12, p. 30, equation 1.2 (S)]: 

zFl (-IV, b; c; 1) = (‘(;)zN (NER&; beC; CE(C\Z,) (3.5) 

in order to simplify the resulting double hypergeometric series on the left-hand side, we obtain e,p-ff; 
2F2 [ I E - PL, Pi2 

.I& [,-,+z;j IFI [;:I; -z] 

(3.6) 

(=(E)>O; PC@). 

In view of the confluent hypergeometric 1Fl representations (1.7) and (1.8) for the entire 
incomplete Gamma function y*(o, z), a special case of (3.6) when 

E = 1, p-p+17 and CT=p 

would lead us once again to the expansion formula (2.15) in a series of the product of two entire 
incomplete Gamma functions. 
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For p = N (N E No), each of the infinite series occurring in (3.3), (3.4), and (3.6) would 
terminate, since 

(-N), = 0 (n = N + 1, N + 2, N + 3,. . .) . (3.7) 

Thus, if we let 
p=N (N E No) and t-1 

in (for example) our expansion formula (3.6) and apply the limit relationship (2.13) once again, 
we get 

IF1 [p-;-;;z] = (p(P):)Ne.&r(:)~ u +n; [ 1 1Fl --z 7 
P+ n; 

which, for 

P-P+1 and 0 = P, 

immediately yields the following special case: 

(38) 

IT (p + N + 1) 
rFr(N+l;p+N+l;z)= N, e”e(-ljn (r) (P),T*(P+n,Z). (3.9) 

n=O 

Since 

FrnN {y* (n - p, 2)) = LIN + 
1 e-z 1fi [nmp+:;z]} r(n-/A+1) 

--I . 1 =e 
a-‘:?-?a, r (1 + S) IFI 

=e --I . ZN-nez 

= ZN-n (OsnsN; ~,NEN~), 

by means of the limit relationship (2.13), this last finite summation formula (3.9) would follow 
also from the expansion formula (2.15) upon letting p + N (N E I$). 

4. REMARKS AND OBSERVATIONS 
For p = 0, both (2.14) and (2.15) hold true rather trivially, because the series in each case 

reduces (when p = 0) to its first term given by n = 0. Since these series reduce to their first term 
also when p = 0, the only nontrivial situations in which the hypergeometric 2F2 function in (for 
example) the expansion formula (2.14) would become a confluent hypergeometric 1Fl function 
occur when either 

u=p or u = jL. 

We thus find from (2.14) that 

(4.1) 

(cl@? PEc\q 
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or, equivalently, 

and lF1 PL+ 1; [ 1 Z P+ 1; 
IFI 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

(pa; /ec\z-). 
Of the three expansion formulas (4.1), (4.2), and (4.3), only (4.3) expresses a general confluent 

hypergeometric 1Fl function, but in a series which also involves an 1Fl function. Consequently, 
even the expansion formula (4.3) would not serve the purpose in each of the earlier works [7-g], 
which was to express their 1Fl solutions in series of the product of two relatively more familiar 
entire incomplete Gamma functions. 

Our other expansion formula (2.15) does indeed involve a series of the product of two entire 
incomplete Gamma functions, but the expanded function in (2.15) is an ~Fz function (not an 1Fl 
function). And, as we pointed out in the preceding section in connection with the finite summation 
formula (3.9), the ~Fz function in (2.15) would reduce to an 1Fl function in the limit case when 
/.L + N (N E IV,). The resulting identity is the special finite summation formula (3.9) which 
ought to have been used (if at all applicable) in each of the works [7-91 in place of the obviously 
erroneous assertion (1.10) or (1.11). 

Two further particular cases of the finite summation formula (3.9) (with z = ivz) when 

N=27n-1. and p=mcu Cm E W 

and when 
N=2m and p=(m+l)cr (m E NO) 

would provide the corrected versions of the results asserted and used by Boyadjiev et al. [6, p. 5, 
equations (14) and (15)]. 
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